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Ovarian tissue cryopreservation as standard of care: what does this
mean for pediatric populations?
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With steadily improving survival rates for childhood cancer
and other pediatric medical conditions, it has become increas-
ingly important to minimize anticipated adverse effects of
therapies and optimize long-term quality of life [1].
Reproductive dysfunction, including infertility, is a late effect
of some therapies and infertility distress is often linked to
psychosocial distress among female cancer survivors [2, 3].
For these reasons, it is critical to offer options to protect and
preserve fertility prior to initiating gonadotoxic therapies [1].

Until recently, standard female fertility preservation (FP)
options (i.e., oocyte and embryo cryopreservation) have only
been available to post-pubertal individuals. Ovarian tissue
cryopreservation (OTC) emerged as an experimental option
to freeze ovarian tissue and is currently the only pre-treatment
FP option for pre-pubertal children and for patients who can-
not delay life-saving therapy [4]. Invasiveness of procedures,
inability to delay treatment, and high costs are often barriers to
standard FP, particularly for adolescents [5]. The suitability of
an ovary as a transplantable organ dates back to surgeon
Robert Morris, practicing in the early twentieth century, where
he used this particular surgery as a “cure” for problems such as
amenorrhea and infertility [6]. The first evidence that ovarian
follicles could be cryopreserved and successfully complete all
aspects of folliculogenesis and gamete maturation was accom-
plished in a mouse model byGosden and colleagues in the late
twentieth century [7]. This was followed by groundbreaking
work in sheep several years later [8] and then finally, fresh and
frozen auto-transplanted human tissue today [9, 10].

With a steadily increasing number of live births reported
worldwide from cryopreserved mature ovarian tissue [10],
many clinicians and researchers have questioned whether
OTC should still be viewed as experimental [11]. Based on
cumulative evidence, the most recent guideline published by
the American Society for Reproductive Medicine (ASRM)
states that OTC is an “acceptable fertility preservation tech-
nique and is no longer considered experimental” [12]. This
label change will certainly have implications on the field, par-
ticularly for pediatrics.

The Pediatric Initiative Network (PIN) of the Oncofertility
Consortium is a global multidisciplinary group of specialists
in oncology, endocrinology, gynecology, reproductive endo-
crinology, urology, and psychology [13]. As leaders of the
PIN, we believe we should highlight some important consid-
erations for pediatric fertility preservation specialists in the
context of this new guideline. Specifically, (1) providers must
consider if and how this label change may alter approaches to
counseling pediatric patients at risk for infertility and their
families about fertility preservation; (2) existing OTC IRB
protocols might need to be modified or eliminated; yet, OTC
research needs to continue; and (3) clinicians and researchers
should also consider unique implications of this new guideline
for non-oncologic populations who are also at risk for future
infertility.

Approaches to counseling

Timely counseling and provider recommendations have an
important influence on fertility preservation attempts among
pediatric patients with cancer [13, 14]. The major topics that
need to be addressed include infertility risk, fertility preserva-
tion options based on pubertal stage, risks/benefits of those
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options from both a medical and ethical perspective, in addi-
tion to costs and logistical constraints [13, 15]. Although OTC
is no longer considered experimental, as the ASRM guideline
notes [12], it is important to acknowledge the limited evi-
dence, to date, of live births from ovarian tissue harvested in
pediatric populations. Specifically, although there have been
> 130 live births worldwide from cryopreserved ovaries, only
one of these has been from a prepubertal ovary with a second
from a patient who was postpubertal but premenarcheal [10,
12, 16, 17]. Thus, families of prepubertal children should be
advised that ovary retrieval for the purposes of OTC is a rel-
atively low-risk procedure for the patient but the future bene-
fits in this population are less clear [18]. In this context, re-
moval of an ovary for OTC should primarily be considered in
pediatric patients who are at significant risk for infertility.
Further, in more complex cases, guidance from a clinical
ethics response team may assist providers in counseling pa-
tients and families in decision making [15]. Beyond the po-
tential physical risks of fertility preservation procedures, the
financial burden of the procedures (generally > $1000) and
long-term storage must always be considered. With increasing
efforts to mandate insurance coverage for fertility preservation
for medical indications, accepting OTC as standard of care
may hopefully expand access and change approaches to bill-
ing at many institutions.

Research implications

Previous guidelines published by ASRM and American
Society of Clinical Oncology have recognized tissue cryopres-
ervation as investigational, to be implemented in the context
of an IRB-approved protocol. Some IRBs have challenged
principal investigators to identify a specific research question,
particularly if all of the tissue is stored for clinical use and no
data are being collected. One important implication of remov-
al of the experimental label from OTC could be the need to
modify or eliminate existing IRB protocols. However, we ad-
vocate continuing IRB-approved research studies in order to
address many fundamental scientific and clinical questions
which remain unanswered with regard to OTC in pediatrics.
These studies should address knowledge gaps in ovarian tis-
sue development through the pubertal transition, pediatric oo-
cyte quality, success rates of future pediatric ovarian tissue
transplantation (assessed through oncofertility registries),
timeliness of pediatric fertility preservation counseling and
procedures, as well as patient/family satisfaction. The PIN
Research Committee aims to establish a national OTC data-
base and centralized tissue research centers, with the goal of
collaborating with international centers in order to achieve
adequate sample sizes to address some of these important
research questions. Thus, rather than eliminating IRB proto-
cols entirely, we see this label change on OTC as an

opportunity for oncofertility specialists to engage in collabo-
rative, multi-site longitudinal research efforts tomove the field
forward.

Non-oncologic populations

As the field of “oncofertility” has progressed, awareness has
grown about other pediatric populations at risk for infertility.
Some of these populations are at risk due to gonadotoxic ther-
apies for rheumatologic/renal diseases managed with lower-
dose alkylating agents; sickle cell disease which may be treat-
ed with bone marrow transplant; and gender dysphoria treated
with medical and/or surgical interventions that may impact
future fertility [13]. In addition to treatment-related infertility,
gonadal function is impaired in some pediatric populations
due to the underlying genetic conditions, such as Turner syn-
drome and galactosemia [13]. Given the significant knowl-
edge gaps with regard to impact of some of these conditions/
treatments on long-term gonadal function and future repro-
ductive potential of the cryopreserved tissue, we would ques-
tion whether OTC should indeed be offered as “standard of
care” to all of these populations. Rather, risk/benefit counsel-
ing based on available evidence relevant to the specific patient
should be provided. Additionally, research should be conduct-
ed to inform fertility and reproductive health practices in these
populations.

Conclusion

Overall, we celebrate moving OTC to standard of care as a
valuable step to expand the fertility preservation option tool-
box. However, much remains unknown about the risks and
benefits of OTC in the pediatric population, particularly in
young children and non-oncologic populations. We advocate
for expanded access to OTC for all populations at significant
risk for infertility; nevertheless, careful counseling about the
limitations of our knowledge and ongoing research in these
less studied populations remains essential.
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